FAX CAPITAL CORP. (TSX: FXC, FXC.WT)
Permanent • Patient • Partnered •
Investor Presentation • March 2021

Proven

Disclaimers
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Information
This presentation contains forward-looking information. Such forward-looking information or statements (FLS) are provided for the purpose of providing information about
management's current expectations and plans relating to the future. Readers are cautioned that reliance on such information may not be appropriate for other purposes. Any
such FLS may be identified by words such as “proposed”, “expects”, “intends”, “may”, “will”, and similar expressions. FLS contained or referred to in this presentation
includes, but is not limited to, the future or expected performance of FAX Capital Corp. (the Company, FAX, we, our or us) and its investee companies; the Company’s
continuing investment thesis and views in respect of such investee companies; the Company’s investment approach, objective and strategies, including investment
selection; the cadence and structuring of any future investments; the Company’s plans to manage its investments; and any future investment decisions, including the further
acquisition or disposition of securities of investee companies.
FLS involves known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or events to differ materially from those anticipated in such forwardlooking information. The Company believes that the expectations reflected in the FLS are reasonable but no assurance can be given that these expectations will prove to be
correct. Some of the risks and other factors which could cause results to differ materially from those expressed in FLS contained in this presentation include, but are not
limited to: the continued impact of COVID-19 on targeted investments, the economy and markets generally, as well as the identified risk factors included in the Company’s
public disclosure, including the Annual Information Form dated March 25, 2021. The FLS in this presentation reflect the current expectations, assumptions, judgements and/or
beliefs of the Company based on information currently available to the Company, and are therefore subject to change without notice.
Any FLS speaks only as of the date on which it is made and, except as may be required by applicable securities laws, the Company disclaims any intent or obligation to
update any FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise. The FLS contained in this presentation is expressly qualified by this cautionary
statement. For more information on the Company, please review the Company's continuous disclosure filings that are available at www.sedar.com.
Cautionary Statement Regarding Use of Non-IFRS Accounting Measures
This presentation makes reference to the following financial measures which are not recognized under International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and which do not
have a standard meaning prescribed by IFRS: “book value per share” and “return on deployed capital”. The Company’s book value per share is a measure of the performance of
the Company as a whole. Book value per share is measured by dividing shareholders’ equity of the Company at the date of the statement of financial position by the number
of subordinate voting shares and multiple voting shares outstanding at that date. The Company’s return on deployed capital is a measure of the performance of the
Company’s invested capital. The return on deployed capital is measured by dividing the total of the fair value of each of the Company’s investments, excluding cash, and any
dividends received on those investments by the total cost of the investments at the measurement date. The Company’s method of determining these financial measures
may differ from other companies’ methods and, accordingly, these amounts may not be comparable to measures used by other companies. These financial measures are not
performance measures as defined under IFRS and should not be considered either in isolation of, or as a substitute for, net earnings prepared in accordance with IFRS.
Certain Other Matters
Third party trademarks presented herein are trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by them.
All financial disclosure in this presentation is, unless otherwise noted, in CDN$.
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ABOUT US
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At-A-Glance

Investment company focused on significant
minority or majority ownership positions in
high-quality public and private companies

FXC &
FXC.WT

$175M

+32%
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TSX Ticker Symbols

Market Cap

Investments

as at Mar. 24, ‘21

Total return on
deployed capital
in 2020

$207M

$4.83

+11%

$2.56

Book Value
as at Dec. 31, ‘20

Book value per share
as at Dec. 31, ‘20

Increase in BVPS
in 2020

Cash per share
as at Dec. 31, ‘20

as at Dec. 31, ‘20
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Who we are

Focus

Structure

• Small cap public & private companies
• Significant minority and/or control positions
• Capital structure agnostic

• Permanent capital to maximize
compounding
• Efficient operating structure
• Internally managed i.e. no
management fees

Approach

Team

• Disciplined

• Aligned with shareholders

• Long-term
• Active

• Proven operators
• Long-term track record

• Concentrated

PERMANENT. PATIENT. PARTNERED. PROVEN.
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INVESTMENT Approach
• Highly disciplined investment approach
• Deep and extensive due diligence process
• Comprehensive and structured investment criteria

Management

Economic Moat

• Track record
• Alignment

• Durability
• Competitive Advantage

• Ownership

• Barriers to Entry

High Quality
Businesses
Growth

Profitability

• Secular Trends
• Recurring Revenue

• Operating Leverage
• Low Capital Intensity

• M&A

• High ROIC
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Public Markets opportunity
Large universe of high-quality small cap companies that present valuation re-rate
opportunity through organic and inorganic growth
HIGH QUALITY MID CAP
PEER GROUP

CANADIAN PUBLIC COMPANIES
MARKET CAPITALIZATION

91.0%

VALUATION MULTIPLE

9.0%

Less than $1.5 B market cap
Greater than $1.5 B market cap
Source: Bloomberg, as at Sep. 20, 2019

MARKET CAP
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Private Markets opportunity
Attractively priced small private companies
PRIVATE EQUITY TEV/EBITDA MULTIPLES BY TRANSACTION SIZE (2018)
0x

2x

4x

6x

8x

TRANSACTION TYPES
10x

FamilyOwned
Businesses

$10M - $25M

AREA OF FOCUS
$25M - $50M

Pre-IPO
Growth
Equity

$50M - $100M

$100M - $250M

Source: 2018 data by Crosbie & Co., April, 2019

Take
Privates
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Case Study: People Corp.

Identify
High Quality
Business

• Strong management
• Market tailwinds
• 95%+ recurring revenue and customer
retention
• Double digit organic growth
• Target rich M&A environment
• Capital light

Nimble
Investment
Process

• COVID-19 related market declines
drove focus to public market
opportunities
• Deep due diligence culminated in
Investment Committee approval in
April 2020
• Originated, led and priced $22M
private placement at $7.15 per share
• Continued to accumulate shares in
the open market through September
2020

Strong
Returns

• People Corp acquired by Goldman
Sachs Merchant Banking for $15.22
per share in December 2020
• Gross proceeds to FAX of $27.7M,
representing a 96% return in 10
months

People Corp provided strong realized returns and demonstrated the strength
of FAX’s process, the value of a flexible mandate, and the ongoing opportunity
in high quality Canadian small cap companies
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INVESTMENT
OVERVIEW
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Investments
(at Dec. 31, 2020)

PORTFOLIO FAIR VALUE
PEO, 13%

HTL, 11%

Cash, 53%

Total Fair Value including dividends ($M)
Cost
Points International (PTS)
19
Hamilton Thorne (HTL)
19
Information Services Corp. (ISV)
16
People Corp. (PEO)
14

ISV, 10%

PTS, 9%
1
Note: Numbers do not add to 100 due to rounding

Other Public Investments, 5%

2

Fair Value
18
22
21
27

Total Return2
-4%
20%
37%
93%

Other Public Investments1

8

10

25%

Investments, at fair value
Cash

76
110

99
110

32%
0%

Total

185

209

13%

Other includes common shares of two public companies in which the Company was in the process of accumulating its
targeted position. Subsequent to Dec. 31, 2020, the Company divested its investment in one of these companies.
Total Return for investments includes dividends

INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN

(of deployed capital in disclosed investments)

Infrastructure
23%

• Building a portfolio focused on Technology,
Healthcare and Infrastructure

Healthcare
56%

• Industry expertise and domain knowledge adds to
Active Ownership tool kit

Technology
21%

>$100M cash balance to deploy into selective investments and acquisitions
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Investment descriptions
(at Dec. 31, 2020)

Company

% Owned

Description

11.5%

Manufacturer and distributor of
equipment, precision instruments,
consumables, software and services
to the global Assisted Reproductive
Technologies market

5.9%

2.5%*

7.4%

Leading provider of registry and
information management services
and technology for public data and
records

Investment Thesis
• High growth market with recession resilient characteristics
• Durable competitive advantages – regulatory protection, mission critical
product, high switching costs

• Registry segment is a regulated, essential-service operation with a
demonstrated baseline of business; Services segment is growing organically
and provides a platform for accretive M&A
• High-quality infrastructure asset with high barriers to entry, high free cash
flow conversion, strong returns on capital and a solid balance sheet

Provider of group benefits, group
retirement, and human resources
consulting services in Canada

• Highly durable cash flows with 96% recurring revenue and 98% client
retention rate
• Recession-resistant business with strong organic growth prospects and an
established M&A platform to consolidate the benefits ecosystem in Canada

Key service provider for loyalty
programs in the aviation, hospitality
and financial services industries

• Well-run, profitable growth business
• Provides a strong value proposition to its loyalty partners to generate
revenue at a low cost and on a highly accretive basis
• Net cash position allows Points to weather current travel industry
challenges

* As at Dec. 31, 2020; position was sold in Q1 2021 due to acquisition of People Corp. by Goldman Sachs
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Competitive Advantages
REGULATORY APPROVAL

HIGH SWITCHING COSTS

REGULATED ASSET

High Quality
Businesses

NETWORK EFFECTS

Building a portfolio of high-quality companies targeting 15% unlevered annualized returns
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Company developments
New Investments

Divestitures

1. Announced acquisition of 78%
controlling interest in Carson, Dunlop
& Associates for $11.75M; closed and
announced appointment of seasoned
operating executive Graham Badun as
CEO of new platform company in Q1
2021
2. Made $20M investment in Quisitive
Technology Solutions Inc. (TSXV:
QUIS), or ~7.6% of common shares,
through non-brokered private
placement; closed Q1 2021
3. Increased positions in multiple
existing public investments

1. People Corp. was acquired by Goldman
Sachs, resulting in sale of FAX’s
ownership position for $27.7M,
approximately double the $14.2M FAX
paid for its shares in 2020 (realized gain
of $13.5M)
2. Sold stake in undisclosed technology
company for approximate gross
proceeds of $3.9M, double the $1.9M
FAX paid for its shares in 2020 (realized
gain of $2.0M). The decision to sell was
made after the share price increased
rapidly to meet FAX’s internal 5-year
price target.

Recent Events
1. Strengthened active ownership
mandate by adding FAX nominee to
board of Hamilton Thorne
2. Points International announced a
successful C$27.5M bought deal
financing, positioning the company to
capitalize on the expected sharp
recovery in leisure travel

Putting strong investment returns back to work
14
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PORTFOLIO
EVOLUTION
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Portfolio composition
PUBLIC SMALL CAP

Target Company Size

$15M - $1.5 B (market cap)

Ownership Position

Minority (0-10%)

Intended Allocation
20%

20%

Public

60%

Public and/or Private

Private

PRIVATE SMALL CAP

$15M - $300M (enterprise value)
Significant Minority (10-50%)

Control (50+%)

Size of Investments

• Target investment size of $5 - $50M

Investments Structure

• Varied position in capital structure (equity, hybrid, debt)
• Intended position of influence or governance rights

Investments Structure

• Avoid over-concentration in one industry, investment or
business driver

Investment Horizon

• No fixed timeline; seek to monetize under the right conditions

Leverage

• Leverage, if any, limited to 25% of total assets

Concentrated portfolio of public and private investments
16

Building platform companies

Target
Private Co’s
for Control

Attractive
Starter Asset
Proven
Management
Team
Growth
Opportunity

FAX’s Value Add

Capital
Active ownership
Strategic input
Disciplined capital
allocation
• Alignment of interests
• Operational expertise
• Long-term view

Result

•
•
•
•

High value
portfolio company
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target Companies
FAX Involvement

LOWER

Capital
Compounders

• Established business
models generating high
free cash flow, earnings
and returns on capital

Counter-Cyclical
Investments

Established
Businesses With
Capital Needs

• Companies in cyclical
• Established businesses
industries that are able to
that are underwithstand transitory
capitalized or struggling
periods of depressed
to raise capital
pricing
• Buy opportunistically and
• Strategic capital infusion
hold long-term
• Avoid industries in
to fully fund and de-risk
secular decline
business model

HIGHER

Early-Stage
Companies

Capital Workouts /
Turnarounds

• Smaller under-capitalized • Once proven businesses
companies with
that require fundamental
developing business
change
plans
• Already partially derisked business models

18
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OPPORTUNITY
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discount to Intrinsic value
Share price trading at a steep discount to a high quality, highly liquid portfolio and cash
BOOK VALUE PER SHARE (BVPS)

FAX CAPITAL SHARE PRICE (TSX: FXC)

Nov. 21, 2019 – Dec. 30, ‘20

Nov. 21, 2019 – Mar. 24, 2021
Source: Refinitiv as at Mar. 24, 2021

$4.90

$4.50

12%

growth

$2.75

$4.10

$2.50

21-Feb-2021

$4.20

21-Nov-2020

$3.00

21-Aug-2020

$4.30

31-Dec-20

$3.25

30-Sep-20

$4.40

30-Jun-20

$3.50

31-Mar-20

$4.50

31-Dec-19

$3.75

Initial Offering
- Nov. 21, 2019

$4.60

21-May-2020

$4.00

21-Feb-2020

$4.70

6%

decline

$4.25

21-Nov-2019

$4.80

Actively buying back stock on an accretive basis
20

investment Performance

2020 RETURN

12.9%

TSX Small Cap Total Return Index

TSX Composite Total Return Index

5.6%

31.8%

FAX's Deployed Capital

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

Materially outperforming relevant benchmarks
21

conclusion
Attractive Opportunity
in Small Cap Canadian
Companies

Competitive Advantage
Investment Approach

Structure

Management Team

• Long-term view
• Active ownership

• Permanent capital
• Public currency

• Supportive shareholder
• Proven investment team

• Flexible mandate

• Internally managed

• Alignment of interests

Discount to value offers a compelling entry point for shareholders
22
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Experienced Team

Blair Driscoll
Director & CEO

John Driscoll
Chairman

Frank Potter
Lead Independent Director

Paul Gibbons
Independent Director

OPERATIONS TEAM

Edward Merchand
CFO

Ryan Caughey
General Counsel

Edward Jackson
Independent Director

INVESTMENTS TEAM

Marc Robinson
Managing Director

Nickolas Lim
Managing Director

Authi Seevaratnam
Associate
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Hamilton thorne (TSXV: HTL)
Nov. 21, 2019 – Mar. 24, 2021
Source: Refinitiv as at Mar. 24, 2021

Position

HTL Share Price

$2.00

• 11.5% ownership** acquired through open
market purchases and non-brokered private
placement

$1.80

Company Description
• A global leader manufacturing/distributing lab
equipment, precision instruments,
consumables, software and services to the
Assisted Reproductive Technologies (IVF)
market

$1.60

$1.40

Investment Thesis
• Growth industry with recession resilient
characteristics

$1.20

FAX’S ACB*: $1.16

$1.00

• Durable competitive advantages: regulatory
protection, mission critical product, high
switching costs

* ACB = Adjusted Cost Base
** at Dec. 31, 2020

21-Feb-2021

21-Nov-2020

21-Aug-2020

21-May-2020

21-Feb-2020

21-Nov-2019

$0.80

• Opportunities for market share gains, margin
expansion, and continued M&A
• High free cash flow conversion, high and
growing return on invested capital, underlevered balance sheet
• Strong net cash position while being an active
consolidator in fragmented industry
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Information services corp. (TSX: ISV)
Nov. 21, 2019 – Mar. 24, 2021
Source: Refinitiv as at Mar. 24, 2021

Position

ISV Share Price

• 5.9% ownership* acquired on open market

$27.00

Company Description
• Leading provider of registry and information
management services and technology for public
data and records

$25.00
$23.00

Investment Thesis
$21.00
$19.00
$17.00

FAX’S ACB*: $14.95
$15.00

21-Feb-2021

21-Nov-2020

21-Aug-2020

21-May-2020

21-Feb-2020

21-Nov-2019

$13.00

• Registry business is a regulated, essentialservice monopoly, with a demonstrated
baseline of business, CPI-based pricing
escalators, and material upside on an eventual
Saskatchewan recovery
• Services segment is #1 or #2 in the markets it
participates in, exhibits high switching costs
and pricing power, has been growing organically
at 20%, and provides a platform for accretive
M&A
• Very high free cash flow conversion and strong
margins with substantial operating leverage
• Expected high-teen ROIC with minimal capital
requirements for growth
• Net cash position with substantial debt
capacity for M&A / MSA extension
• Consistent dividend for 7 years yielding 3.3%, as
of Mar. 24, ‘20

* at Dec. 31, 2020
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Points Intl. (TSX: PTS; NASDAQ: PCOM)
Nov. 21, 2019 – Mar. 24, 2021
Source: Refinitiv as at Mar. 24, 2021

Position

PTS Share Price

• 7.4% ownership* acquired on open market

$27.00

Company Description
• Leading global provider of e-commerce and
technology solutions to the loyalty industry,
connecting loyalty programs, third party brands
and consumers across a global transaction
platform

$24.00

$21.00

FAX’S ACB*: $19.48

$18.00

Investment Thesis

$15.00

$12.00

* at Dec. 31, 2020

21-Feb-2021

21-Nov-2020

21-Aug-2020

21-May-2020

21-Feb-2020

21-Nov-2019

$9.00

• Strong but misunderstood business that has
been temporarily impacted by travel
disruptions as a result of COVID-19
• Key provider of ancillary revenue to airline and
hotel loyalty programs
• Founder-led management team that has grown
business from nothing to $60 million of gross
margin
• Long operating history with no competitors,
other than in-house IT departments of their
customers
• Capital light business model with high levels of
free cash flow generation
• Well capitalized with variable cost structure to
withstand prolonged travel downturn
• Will be a leading beneficiary of eventual
recovery in air travel
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Quisitive Technology Solutions (TSXV: QUIS)
Dec. 31, 2020 – Mar. 24, 2021
Source: Refinitiv as at Mar. 24, 2021

Position

QUIS Share Price

• 7.6% ownership* acquired through nonbrokered private placement in Q1 2021

$1.65

Company Description

$1.50

• Leading Microsoft solutions provider that helps
enterprises move, operate, and innovate in the
Microsoft cloud

$1.35

• The company also provides proprietary SaaS
solutions such as emPerform and LedgerPay

FAX’S ACB*: $1.25

Investment Thesis

$1.20

$1.05

21-Mar-2021

11-Mar-2021

01-Mar-2021

19-Feb-2021

09-Feb-2021

30-Jan-2021

20-Jan-2021

10-Jan-2021

31-Dec-2020

$0.90

• The cloud consulting business is deeply
entrenched in the Microsoft ecosystem and
has a long runway for growth due to the rapid
shift to cloud computing
• The company is in the early stages of
commercializing LedgerPay, the only payments
processing and intelligence platform in the
Microsoft Azure marketplace. This innovative
product materially expands the growth
opportunities for the business.
• High insider ownership and visionary CEO that
has track record of value creation for
shareholders
• Strong cash flow profile and net cash balance
sheet will enable the management to pursue
M&A in both cloud consulting and payments,
which remain highly fragmented industries

* at Mar. 22, 2021
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